The structure of fluids confined in crystalline slitlike nanoscopic pores: bilayers.
Grand canonical and canonical ensemble Monte Carlo simulation methods are used to study the structure and phase behavior of Lennard-Jones fluids confined between the parallel (100) planes of the face centered cubic crystal. Ultra thin slit pores of the width allowing for the formation of only two adsorbate layers are considered. It is demonstrated that the structure of adsorbed phases is very sensitive to the wall-wall separation and to the strength of the fluid-wall potential. It is also shown that the structure of low temperature (solid) phases strongly depends on the fluid density. In particular, when the surface field is sufficiently strong, then the high density phases may exhibit a domain wall structure, quite the same as found in monolayer films adsorbed at a single substrate wall. On the other hand, the weakening of the surface potential leads to the regime in which only the hexagonally ordered bilayer structure is stable. The phase diagrams for a series of systems are estimated. It is shown that, depending on the pore width and the temperature, the condensation leads to the formation of the commensurate or incommensurate phases. The incommensurate phases may have the domain-wall or the hexagonal structure depending on the pore width and the strength of the fluid-wall potential.